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This is Aegean Turkey, 

the homeland of 

Mythology and Dionysus ... 

 

… and birthplace of 

 DOMAINE LUCIEN ARKAS 

which inherited  

the fertility, diversity 

and extraordinary nature 

of  the Aegean Region. 
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Our wines owe their 

dignity and vision  

to their owner:  

Lucien Arkas. 
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His vision of  the wine is 

decidedly qualitative 

He realised the dream of  

producing the best wines of  

Turkey 
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DOMAINE LUCIEN ARKAS 

manages the first organic vineyard certified by     

 « Ecocert » in Turkey. 
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An exceptional terroir spread over 200 hectares  

and blessed by the gentle Aegean climate.  
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Priority is given to manual harvesting at night in 

order to maintain the quality of  the grapes. 
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A perfect balance between tradition and modernism 

allows the wines to age in French and American oak 

barrels or stainless steel tanks. 
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The wines are estate-bottled. 
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18 grape varieties are grown in 

DOMAINE LUCIEN ARKAS. 
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           DOMAINE LUCIEN ARKAS 

is the leading producer in Turkey of  these grape varieties: 

 

-Chenin blanc 

-Montepulciano 

-Tempranillo 

-Sangiovese 

-Tannat 

-Trebbiano 
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           DOMAINE LUCIEN ARKAS  

naturally restores the deserved pedigree of  traditional 

Turkish grapes: 

 

Okuzgozu 

Bogazkere 
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You can discover three wine styles 

Friendly Elegance Emotion  
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The keys to the secret : 

 
 IDOL  offers  you a range of  wines in which the styles,  expressions and 

characteristics of  the grapes are put forward. 

 

 MON RÊVE and CONSENSUS offer EMOTION in white and red wine 

and ORIGIN in red wine only. 

 

 CONSENSUS is the top blend of  the domain’s best parcels and reflects 

the strict expectations of  its producers.  

 
• EMOTION  is the pursuit of  pleasure and refinement. The varietals used to create it are 

meticulously  selected to let you discover the Aegean wines.   

 

• ORIGIN  is the pure expression of  the typicality of  the domain’s wines and the revelation 

of  its terroir. 

 


